
Bulldog Hire  

Risk Assessment RODEO BULL 

 

S.O.P 12 

Hazard Risk Existing Controls Any Further Action By whom  

Rodeo Bull Danger to users The Rodeo Bull must only be operated by a trained operator None  

Vehicle 

movements 

 

Serious Injury Driver Must follow any signage and if it is necessary to take vehicle to 

the area allocated ensure that the event speed limit is adhered to, or 

limit speed to 10 mph use a Banks man when reversing and 

manoeuvring   

  

General safety 

 

Serious injury Trained Operator MUST ENSURE equipment is erected as per 

manufacturer’s instructions and Health & Safety guidelines & under NO 

circumstances can this be compromised in any way, regardless of 

aesthetics or the discretion of the venue/ organisers. Where possible 

please photograph the inflatable’s once set up particularly at EVENTS 

  

Setting Up On arrival and set up Dynamic Risk Assessment MUST be carried out   

Dog foul/debris  

Injury to users/damage to unit 

Before unloading Ensure the area is clear of debris, dog/animal foul that 

could cause injury or damage the inflatable bed causing it to deflate 

whilst in use. Users MUST be kept at a safe distance during set up by 

Responsible Adult 

  

Rodeo Bull Adverse weather  Graham will check the Met Office weather forecasts if Force 5 on the Beaufort 

Scale is exceeded or heavy rain forecast all outdoor hires will be cancelled on 

the day. On set up a wind speed reading MUST be taken Before erecting 

inflatable using digital anemometer, the reading must be between(19-24mph) 

at set up and recorded on dynamic risk assessment. (If too close to the upper 

wind speed at set up, do NOT proceed especially on open fields).    

  

Fire Burns, Smoking, Barbeques, naked flames, fireworks and sparklers must not be 

permitted in the vicinity of the inflatable, in the event of FIRE get everyone 

away from the inflatable to a safe distance, call 999 and IF safe to do so switch 

off the blower at the mains. 

  

Rodeo Bull Danger of falling due to insufficient 

height 

Trained Operator MUST ENSURE equipment is erected as per manufacturer’s 

instructions and Health & Safety guidelines & under NO circumstances can this 

be compromised in any way, regardless of aesthetics or the discretion of the 

venue organisers. Where possible please photograph the inflatable’s once set 

up particularly at EVENTS 

None  

Manual Handling Danger of injury Unloading inflatables must be carried out by two Persons using the trolley 

provided to move inflatable into position in accordance with Manual Handling 

Training. ALL users must be away from the vicinity during movements. 

  

Insecure 

anchorage 

Injury/fatalities Trained member of staff will erect and anchor unit using ALL anchor points on 

the inflatable with 16mm X 380 Steel ground stakes. When outside. Using the 

appropriate mallet and ensure there are NO users in the vicinity 

  

Rodeo Bull Danger of being struck by the multiride 

attachments or its users 

Spectators are NOT permitted to lean over the inflatable bed at any time None  



Bulldog Hire  

Risk Assessment RODEO BULL 

 

S.O.P 12 

Hazard Risk Existing Controls Any further action By whom 

Rodeo Bull 

 

Danger of unnecessary injury Supervision is required always. Ensure that persons with history of back/neck 

problems, heart conditions, feeling unwell, pregnant ladies must NOT use the 

equipment.  Under NO circumstances must persons appearing to be under the 

influence of drugs/alcohol use the Rodeo Bull 

None  

Rodeo Bull Danger of unnecessary injury Supervisor should ensure that users remove footwear (not socks) 

and remove any other hard, sharp or dangerous objects such as badges, pens, 

buckles, keys or jewellery that could snag.  

None  

Rodeo Bull Insufficient rider height The minimum height for any user is 1.2 metres. Anyone under this height may 

not be permitted to use  the ride unless they are able to mount unaided. 

  

Rodeo Bull Injury through rider collisions ONLY ONE user allowed on the multiride at any time. None  

Eating & Drinking Choking Hazard Adult Supervisor must NOT allow users to eat or drink on the inflatable, this 

includes sweets, gum and lollipops as users could choke and is Dangerous 

None  

Rodeo Bull  Injury through mechanisms Hands and feet should be kept away from all moving parts and in contact with 

the bull at all times 

  

Rodeo Bull Falling off The rider should hold onto the leather handle at all times, however if the user 

does fall off make sure they stay where they are until the ride stops,  and they 

can disembark the inflatable safely. 

  

Rodeo Bull Unruly Behaviour Ensure that anyone not following rules and a danger to themselves and others 

is removed from the Multi ride immediately. 

  

Health 

Emergency, 

injury 

Emergency Operator In the event of an emergency or injury on the Bull do NOT move the 

user, call 999, DO NOT switch off the blower or the bed will deflate and could 

cause further injury.   

None  

     

 

New risk assessment carried out by Graham Dring   30
th

 January 2016 (see review sheet for next review date) 


